
Outsourcing general services in healthcare facilities is 

a growing national trend. Avoid the pitfalls and enjoy the 

many benefits of outsourcing by scrutinizing providers 

carefully prior to signing. Here’s what to look for:

Make sure your outsourcing provider has broad industry experience to 

evaluate all of your traffic and patient flow staffing needs, not just parking. 

When focusing on parking, a complete parking analysis should be standard. 

Your provider should identify existing traffic flow issues and suggest ways 

to safely expedite movement of people and cars.

Ask about add-on services, such as IPT or concierge. Service bundling 

can create efficiencies that lead to savings.

Request references up front and really contact them. This will save time 

if the feedback is less than stellar.

Evaluate hiring practices by asking direct questions about the provider’s 

application and screening processes. Background checks, driving record 

checks and behavioral interviewing should be standard.

Ask to see some of their training materials. Training and development has 

a direct correlation with employee retention, claims and the overall success 

of each department involved.

Will the provider lower your risk profile? Ask about how they manage 

payroll and HR compliance, EEOC and other hiring practices, 

tax management and claims prevention strategies.

Can they preserve your good reputation? Providing exceptional arrival 

and departure experiences for patients, visitors and staff is primary, 

but your provider should also have a solid process for aligning their staff 

with your facility’s service culture and standards.

Ask about the company’s business management philosophy. Tracking KPI’s 

is great, but be sure their management structure is flexible and responsive

enough to continuously seek improvements. 

Lastly, ask direct questions about the type of person slated for the local 

management role. Look for the right mix of service orientation, leadership 

experience and financial competence.

Boost Patient Experience
through Outsourcing

“The bottom line is
that you should 
expect real results
from outsourced 
service providers.  
The right company
will become your 
valued business 
partner.”
--Kirk Pozadzides, SVP
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